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Abstract

A large number of patients (n ¼ 72) with probable Alzheimer�s type dementia (DAT) and
mild cognitive impairment (MCI) carried out a picture naming task which comprised stimuli

from biological and nonbiological categories. The results were stratified into five ranges of

overall naming ability. Every group except those with scores within the range of elderly

normal individuals demonstrated better nonbiological naming than biological naming, an

effect which increased with worsening impairment. In general, patients diagnosed with other

dementia (n ¼ 15) did not fit well within the pattern of the DAT/MCI participants, except
those known to have a significant semantic impairment. A category effect favoring nonbio-

logical items appears to be robust and produce a predictable pattern across progressive levels

of impairment in AD.

� 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Semantic memory deficits are a major feature in many cases of dementia of the
Alzheimer�s type (DAT). Several studies have undertaken to determine whether the
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deterioration of semantic memory in DAT has an equivalent effect across semantic

categories. The results of these studies have been used to support theories concerning

the representation of concepts in the brain. Contradictory results, however, have

been reported. These variable results can be attributed both to differences in the basis

on which stimuli were selected and to heterogeneity within the DAT population. We

carried out the present study in order to clarify claims regarding the existence of

category-specific naming deficits in DAT. In it we tested a large group of elderly
individuals on a picture naming task with a unique set of balanced stimuli. By in-

vestigating the performance of individuals at successive ranges of anomia (related to

degenerative dementia), we seek to resolve important theoretical issues regarding

semantic memory deterioration.

The majority of studies which have found a category effect in DAT, have found it

to be in the direction of poorer accuracy on items from the biological category (e.g.,

animals, fruits, vegetables, flowers) than on items from the nonbiological category

(e.g., clothing, vehicles, household objects). This effect is rarely as striking as the
category specific deficits displayed by some acute lesion patients who can demon-

strate nearly perfect performance on some categories and less than 50% accuracy on

other categories. Patients with AD perform poorly overall on semantic tasks and so

do not have ‘‘preserved’’ categories and the difference in accuracy between categories

rarely attains more than 20%. An effect attributable to category, nevertheless, has

been found on a variety of semantic tasks (Daum, Riesch, Sartori, & Birbaumer,

1996; Garrard, Patterson, Watson, & Hodges, 1998; Laiacona, Barbarotto, &

Capitani, 1998; Mauri, Daum, Sartori, & Riesch, 1994; Silveri, Daniele, Giustolisi, &
Gainotti, 1991, in press, Fung et al., 2001).

Silveri et al. (1991) tested 15 DATs on a confrontation naming task and on a

verbal association task in which participants were asked whether an orally presented

word was related to the picture presented. In both tasks the DATs demonstrated

poorer performance on the items from the living category than from the nonliving

category. Daum et al. (1996) found a similar category effect in 8 DATs on tasks of

picture naming, probe questioning, and object decision. Mauri et al. (1994) com-

pared the performance of one DAT subject, Helga, on a variety of tasks with the
performance of a herpes encephalitis patient, Michelangelo, who also had a category

specific deficit. They found that Helga�s performance profile was very similar to that
of Michelangelo, and that the category deficit extended across domains (visual and

verbal), and input and output modalities. Fung et al. (2001), tested 16 DATs on a

semantic association task in which participants were asked to indicate by a key re-

sponse which of two words was more closely related to a target word (e.g., lamb:

sheep or goat?). The categories tested were animals, fruits and vegetables, clothing

and furniture, tools, action verbs, and abstract nouns. Normal elderly participants
demonstrated equivalent performance across categories, but were not at ceiling. The

DATs performance, though impaired, was significantly better on the nonbiological

and action word categories (accuracy of approximately 79%) than on the biological

and the abstract word categories (accuracy of approximately 67%). Fung et al. (2001)

also found that the same DATs demonstrated a significant category effect on a task

of picture naming.

The claim that DATs demonstrate better performance on nonbiological objects

has not gone undisputed. Arguments raised against the claim are threefold. The first
objection is that in many semantic tasks no category effect can be demonstrated.

These tasks include category fluency (e.g., name as many animals as possible in a

minute), member dominance (judgment of best category membership), and ranking

tasks (Cronin-Golomb, Keane, Kokodis, Corkin, & Growdon, 1992; Hodges, Sal-

mon, & Butters, 1992). Montanes, Goldblum, and Boller (1996) found, in fact, that
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